Ethnic Styles

OKICHITAW INDIGENOUS COMBAT ARTS
Okichitaw is an Indigenous combat
system where today’s version has been
designed and somewhat structured to
assists in accommodating educational
and practical training applications.
Although Okichitaw uses basic combat
movements, they continue to be aggressive in nature which were similarly
applied by Indigenous Warriors of the
Plains, distinctly known as the
Assiniboine and Plains Cree Indigenous
Nations.
Okichitaw continues to be taught today
by martial artist, Chief George J. Lepine
who continues to base the concept of
Okichitaw on the fighting techniques of
the Assiniboine and Plains Cree Indian
Nations. These techniques and practices
have been maintained within his family
for generations. He is Plains CreeAssiniboine from Manitoba (Canada) and
grew up on the Prairies embracing his
Indigenous identity, culture and history.
His learning journey began well before
the age of 13 where he learned traditional Indigenous games, native wrestling,
hunting, tracking as well as weapon
techniques and applications.

The techniques are based on combat methods that
were applied in often brutal battle conditions. The training of today however, is intended to give direction and
focus to the student of Okichitaw, through self-challenge and confronting one’s own fears and limitations in a
controlled environment while building physical and
mental strength. The student of Okichitaw is not trained
to use the martial art for destructive purposes or for personal aggrandisement; Okichitaw empowers the student as a warrior of peace. Warriors in some traditional
First Nations societies are called “people who watch
over people”: the concept of peaceful, protective engagement is central to the philosophy and practice of
Okichitaw.
Okichitaw techniques are designed to be implemented in a variety of settings and terrains, including woodlands, waterways and prairie. For practical purposes
Okichitaw training takes place indoors, but whenever
possible, classes and promotions tests take place outside, on the land. The indoor training space – the training lodge, or mistiko kamik – is organized to emulate a
natural setting; uneven surfaces are incorporated to
accommodate running, jumping, diving, rolling and
climbing over a variety of levels and terrain.
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The concept of reckless bravery is also adopted into the art, meaning that a full commitment
to any engagement will be applied. This concept
allows the Okichitaw practitioner to strike and
take their opponent down to the ground and
finish them out as quickly as possible.
Okichitaw employs a variety of hand techniques which are all a derivative of various weapon
applications. This practice and movement is
noted when these weapons are being yielded by
a student. All hand positions and movements in
Okichitaw are very similar, if not identical to that
of a student holding their weapon(s) (tomahawk,
gunstock war club, knife, etc.), either in one or
both of their hands. Arms, hands, foot placement
and body rotational mechanics are continuously
reflected through Indigenous weaponry by way
of their respective movements.
Indigenous weaponry such as the Tomahawk,
Lance, Gunstock Warclub and Knife are still utilized throughout the system of Okichitaw to this
day. In relation, all hand-to-hand techniques are
conducted by a practitioner in such a fashion
that they appear to be holding a weapon even if
they are not.
Okichitaw utilizes full body mechanics to deliver the maximum amount of impact to an opponent. This action is used in conjunction with
using one’s own body weight to deliver aggressive strikes and take-downs. Jumping, rolling and
leaping are used to initiate attacks as finish
them. Rotational striking applications are similar
to how the arm and body moves when one is
holding an impact weapon (e.g. tomahawk).
Attacking movements in Okichitaw are considered to be very committed.

“Indigenous
weaponry such as
the Tomahawk,
Lance, Gunstock
Warclub and Knife
are still utilized
throughout the
system of
Okichitaw to this
day.”
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Because of the variety of techniques and proficiencies, and because of the strenuous nature
of the drills, Okichitaw demands and engenders
a high level of athleticism among its practitioners. The practice of Okichitaw places an
emphasis on aerobic fitness, strength, speed,
agility, commitment to the technique and on
being mentally alert.
Weapons are introduced early in a student’s
training because of the influence of the weapons
on the hand-to-hand techniques. The primary
weapon of Okichitaw is the distinctive Plains
Cree gunstock war club, (nontoni towin mistik) a
weapon developed throughout North America
during the European occupation and colonization. Most Okichitaw techniques have both weapon and open-handed variations but the focus
is primarily through the application of hard forearm impact techniques.
Our traditional teachings also play a significant part of the training, philosophy and tactics
of Okichitaw. Historically as warriors, we always
employed a very direct approach in the area of
combat which subsequently allowed us to
achieve effective results. This philosophy and
concept continues to be practised today.
In comparison to other martial arts, Okichitaw
would be considered a “hard style” martial art
being that it tends to direct energy outward in a
circular fashion and meets energy with energy.
Okichitaw tends to strike hard and repetitively if
necessary, and can also deliver more force with
each strike. Okichitaw students will often damage their adversary with their blocks by turning
them into physical attacks. Due to the fact that
Okichitaw delivers much power, it makes it very
difficult to turn away or defend.
The style of Okichitaw has a tendency to really
emphasize body mechanics, leverage, and
applied force. In Okichitaw we tend to use
weight, strength, positioning, terrain and anatomy to our optimal advantage.
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As an Indigenous Martial Art, Okichitaw continues
to teach the historical applications of our history and
traditional teachings through the educational and spiritual philosophy of the Plains Medicine Wheel. The
Medicine Wheel for us, teaches us that we have four
aspects to our nature: the physical, the mental, the
emotional, and the spiritual. It also provides us as
indigenous martial artists with a way of looking at our
individual differences and the impact of our actions
throughout the world.
There are four main objectives of Okichitaw. These
are applied to an Okichitaw student which is taught
through the four cardinal directions along with their
associated colour.
YELLOW / EAST – AWARENESS: Ever-increase the
understanding of one’s self and the world.
RED / SOUTH – STRUGGLE: Change negative life
experiences into positive behaviours that influence all
our Relations.
WHITE / NORTH – PRESERVATION: Body skills to
maintain a positive pattern and view life and death as
an on-going system.
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BLUE / WEST – BUILDING: Continue to develop the mind and
gain Knowledge.
Further to this, each specific direction represents attutude
which should be reached for and eventually always followed by
an Okichitaw student in the practice on this Imndigenous art
form.
East Represents – Balance, Confidence, Creativity
South Represents – Strength, Focus, Success
North Represents – Courage, Energy, Knowledge
West Represents – Change, Choice, Proof
As far as physical movement and perceptions, these specific
actions are applied in combat and the teachings of each specific direction are structured and used is the following manner;
Eastern Action: Locate, set up and develop a solid attack
position
Southern Action: Challenge your opponent aggressively and
bravely
Northern Action: Control your opponent with surprise or overwhelming force
Western Action: Takedown, finish out and move on to the next
adversary
These Medicine Wheel teachings continue to be firmly used
and taught throughout the indigenous martial arts system of
Okichitaw and our personal experiences of the physical world
determines what goes where on the Medicine Wheel.

Working the Medicine Wheel is especially accomplished through not only our own personal reality, but through our own personal introspection as well. This is accomplished through discipline and methodical introspection and personal action. By doing this,
it allow us to bring ourselves into a balanced lifestyle and help build the structure of moral human character. As a result of these
teachings through our Indigenous history, we ensure that these lessons remained instilled in our people and share them with the
greater community and humankind.
BIO: George Lepine is a Canadian pre & post contact historian in the area of Indigenous warfare and combat practices. He has
been noted as a key figure in the study of Indigenous Warfare on the Plains (Central Canada) in the world of martial arts studies
and history. Born in Manitoba, he grew up as an active indigenous community member in the prairies. His ancestral military history was directly involved and actively participation in various Indigenous battles and struggles including the Battle of Pilot Mound,
the Red River Resistance as well as the Northwest Rebellion. He has maintained knowledge of his history and speaks to it in great
detail at various Okichitaw workshops, seminars as well as educational presentations that he continues to participate on throughout North America and Internationally.
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“As an Indigenous
Martial Art, Okichitaw
continues to teach the
historical applications
of our history and
traditional teachings
through the
educational and
spiritual philosophy of
the Plains Medicine
Wheel”

